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Support 

We are committed to providing the highest level of support for our Transact users.  

 

We are looking for: 

Problems that you may encounter when following our instructions. 

Additional topics that you think are important. 

 

 

Ephesoft welcomes your feedback:  

We will log your request and consider every suggestion. Our support team is 

available to answer your queries. We strive to improve every documentation 

release. 

For online service, support, training, and documentation, visit 

http://www.ephesoft.com/.  

Send your feedback to: support@ephesoft.com   

 

We are pleased to give you Ephesoft Transact, v4.1.3.0, September, 2017. 

Thank you for choosing Ephesoft Transact.  

  

http://www.ephesoft.com/
mailto:support@ephesoft.com
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1. Introduction 
  

This document contains descriptions of enhancements to the Ephesoft Transact product, 

specific bug fixes, and workarounds for potential issues. Many of the enhancements and bug 

fixes described in this document compare the functionality of the previous version with that 

of the current 4.1.3.0 release. 
 

 

 

2. Release Charter  
  

#  Release Type  Category Description  

1 Enhancements  Database connectivity Connectivity with Oracle 12c in Linux Installer 

Extraction Improvements in format conversion 

Performance High and medium level vulnerability 

enhancements addressed 

2 Bugs Various 
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3. Appendix A -  Enhancements   
  

Extraction – EEN-8441 

● Format conversion improvements in the Replace feature 

In previous versions of Transact, the Replace feature in format conversion worked with normal 

attributes (alphanumeric values). If the user tried to replace any regex dependent value the 

conversion results were incorrect. For example, if a sample value was 10.150 and the user wanted 

to replace “.” with “@”, the conversion results were not as expected. This was because “.” is a 

regex dependent value which the system was not able to recognize like other normal values.  

 

In Transact 4.1.3.0, the system will first ask users to validate the regex of the value which they want 

to replace. Changes have been made to the algorithm to accept regex dependent values.  If 

the value is regex dependent, you must add the escape symbol “\” as a prefix with the value 

which is to be replaced.  

 

 

Oracle Connectivity – EEN-9373, EEN-9382 

 

● In previous versions of Transact, the installer performed as expected with Oracle 11g for both 

Windows and Linux. However, Oracle 12c only worked with the Windows installer. An exception 

occurred while connecting with Oracle 12c on RHEL 6.8. This resulted in a failure to set up the 

database connection.   

 

In Transact 4.1.3.0, the .jar files for Oracle 12c have been updated and users can now successfully 

authenticate during the installation on Linux environments.  
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Security Fixes – EEN-9191, EEN-9194 

• In this release of Ephesoft Transact, several high and medium security vulnerabilities were 

addressed. The majority of these were related to third-party tools and .jar files which were 

upgraded to their most recent versions. 

 

The following components have been upgraded: 

 

Component   

Tomcat   

Apache    

 

Third-party application .jars   

 - Apache Commons   

 - Apache File Upload    

 - Apache POI    

 - Apache XML Xalan    

 - Hibernate Validator   

 - HtmlCleaner   

 - Spring Framework   

 

The following security vulnerability categories were addressed: 

a) Path traversal security issues 

b) Cross site scripting  

c) Phishing through frames 

d) Only support strong cryptographic ciphers 

e) Only support strong protocols 

 f) Use HTTP Strict Transport Security  
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4. Appendix B -  Bug Fixes 
 

JIRA ID  Axosoft ID  Description  

EEN-9906 

 
#EPHE-16331 The conversion of PDF to TIFF files gave an exception with Recostar 

v7.5 and batches were stuck at the Folder Import level. To resolve this 

issue, a hotfix was provided for Recostar v7.5 and will be applied to 

Recostar 7.7 as well. 

(Refer here for the hotfix) 

 

EEN-9873 

 

#EPHE-17207 Documents were not classified properly with the KV_PAGE_PROCESS 

plugin in a specific scenario. There were multiple (three) rules 

configured, out of which the second rule satisfied the defined key-

value pattern. The application worked perfectly classifying the 

document based on the second rule, but if the user changed the 

‘zone’ of the third rule to ‘Bottom’, the application was not able to 

classify the document.   

 

EEN-9825 

 
#EPHE-17264 When the TABBED_PDF plugin was configured the application threw 

an exception if any document was not present. Batches would go into 

an error state during export.  

 

To resolve this issue, changes were applied to the export-

script.properties file so that document maps are created properly and 

the application loads an error PDF if no document is found at any 

time.  

 

EEN-9753 

 
#EPHE-17143 The application was intermittently down while processing specific 

barcode samples when the Advanced Barcode Reader plugin was 

configured with Nuance. 

EEN-9627 #EPHE-17073 Extraction did not work properly on checkboxes with Recostar.  

EEN-9578 #EPHE-17019 The scanner service was not working properly and hung during 

scanning as the scanner was not able to resume the service at the 

stop scanner call.  

 

http://wiki.ephesoft.com/kb0014560-recostar-pdf-to-tif-conversion-error-file-has-unbalanced-qq-operators-too-many-qs
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EEN-9539 #EPHE-16990 Unnecessary logs were generated when the user logged out of the 

scanner screen. 

EEN-9535 #EPHE-17054 Unknown documents were not classified into other document types 

defined in the Document Assembler plugin via the attribute “Change 

Unknown Document to Document Type” even though automatic 

classification worked as expected.  

 

EEN-9534 #EPHE-16979 On the Review and Validation screen, the shortcut key Ctrl+E did not 

work as expected when using Microsoft Internet Explorer. The shortcut 

opened the address bar in the browser instead of performing the save 

operation.  

 

EEN-9517 #EPHE-16960 On the Web Scanner screen, image thumbnails were intermittently 

out-of-sync or not displayed.    

EEN-9454 #EPHE-16959 When using PIV/CAC on Windows 7, Advanced Web Scanner Insert 

and Rescan failed with a pop up message. The application gave this 

exception after scanning 300 files.  

 

EEN-9418 #EPHE-16839 Multidimensional Classification did not return accurate results with the 

web API. 

EEN-9357 #EPHE-16896 Some vulnerability issues were identified with Java version 1.8.0. To 

resolve this, the JDK was upgraded. 

EEN-8845 #EPHE-16545 Transact threw a “File not found” exception for a specific batch 

instance.  

EEN-8701 #EPHE-16449 While using Nuance, OCRed images were displayed in the web UI and 

export instead of complete images.  

EEN-8670 #EPHE-15424 The report count was not correctly fetched by the database script 

after an upgrade.  

EEN-8619 #EPHE-16307 The application did not display proper error messages for web service 

error codes. 

EEN-8390 #EPHE-16115 During export, the PDF output resulted in a smaller size compared to 

the original PDF. 
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EEN-8355, 

EEN-8673 

#EPHE-16079 

#EPHE-15284 

The Transact UI worked slowly when processing a batch class with 

more than 250 document types or document types with large 

numbers of pages. 

 

EEN-8254 #EPHE-15888 In a clustered Linux environment, the application took longer than 

expected in the batch processing workflow at each level even with a 

small number of records. 

 

EEN-9630 #EPHE-16963 The magnifying glass icon did not appear after field fuzzy auto-

population. 

EEN-8827 
 

#EPHE-16544 A null pointer exception in the Catalina logs was fixed. 

EEN-8768 #EPHE-16485 File size differences between PDFs and TIFs were addressed. 

EEN-7970 #EPHE-15284 A situation that resulted in high CPU utilization was resolved. 

EEN-10479 
 

#EPHE-17740 An error occurred when connecting to a pre-existing schema on 

Oracle 12c using service name. 

EEN-10459 
 

#EPHE-17683 Format conversion was enhanced to round to two digits after the 

decimal point when changing the currency type. 

EEN-10392 
 

#EPHE-17682 The current currency exchange rate was set to update every 20 

minutes. 

EEN-9998 
 

#EPHE-17290 Document types with many pages took too long to load. 

EEN-10173 
 

 In the shortcuts area of the Review Validate screen, Regex 

Activate/Deactivate was changed to Apply Validation Pattern 

ON/OFF. 

 

 

 


